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Executive Summary 

Last week we provided three counts, and early in the week we found out the market was in fact on our alternate 

track; the bullish nested 1, 2, i, ii count. Since then we adopted this count as our preferred count and are glad we 

did as we find it to track the market very well.  

We see an ideal minute iii top at SPX2174-2188, followed by a drop to SPX2250-2235 (likely the high end of the 

range) for minute iv before the market continues to melt up to SPX2300 from which a somewhat larger correction 

(50p) should occur. 

All charts we track and analyzed are bullish, on all time frames, and we can’t find evidence that the market is not on 

track to reach SPX2300, and ultimately SPX 2500-2600 for Primary V. For now the market is in the heart of a 3rd wave, 

the money wave, this is where big gains are made. Enjoy! 
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Weekly trading log  

Table 1: weekly trading log ending December 9, 2016 

 

This is not trading advice, and for informational purposes only.  
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Elliot Wave Update 

This week we adopted last week’s alternate count, the bullish nested 1, 2, i, ii set up as our preferred count because 

in this count at SPX2114 minute i reached the (green) minor 61.8% extension of Minor 1 and the next degree 1st 

wave often extends 0.618 of the prior one degree higher 1st wave (more about that later). In addition, minute ii 

dropped only back to the 38.2% retrace of minute i (SPX2191); and the market since then took off. All through the 

past week, this count followed the market then extremely well, so we keep it as our preferred count going forward. 

Figure 1. SPX hourly charts. Preferred count: Minute iii of minor 3 of intermediate iii underway.  
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We now believe the market is in (grey) nano-iii of (orange) micro-5 of minute-iii; see Figure 1A, and if we calculate 

standard Fib-extensions for these nano waves, then nano-iii of micro-5 is now underway and should ideally target 

SPX2267-2270. Nano iv should then drop to SPX2260ish, and nano-v of micro-5 of minute iii should ideally target 

SPX2274 (Table 2, green box). 

Table 2: Standard Fib-extensions for the nano waves for micro 5 of minute iii 

 

Interestingly, we also have the 1.382x extension of minute-i, from ii at SPX2274 as well (Table 3, green box). Hence, 

there is very good overlap at this price level from both wave degrees, suggesting minute-iii to peak there. Of course 

this is barring any extensions of the nano waves, which we can’t foretell, and a trade passed SPX2276 targets 

SPX2288.  

Table 3: Standard Fib-extensions for the minute waves of minor 3 

 

Once minute-iii peaks, and which is confirmed by a >10p drop in price on the S&P500, minute-iv should target 

SPX2235-2250 (See Table 3) Given that micro-4 didn’t even reach the typical SPX2235 level we therefore expect 

minute-iv to also only reach the upper end of the target zone. Downside targets are typically barely reached in a very 

bullish market, which is what we are experiencing now. 

Minute-v should then carry the S&P500 to SPX2297-2311. With the 100% extension of major 1 (Figure 1A; yellow), 

from 2, at SPX2300 we have a very logical target for a 3rd of a 3rd of a 3rd wave: minor 3 of intermediate iii of major 

3.  
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Market update 

On Monday the A.I. turned back up from oversold providing a non-ideal buy signal to indicate a renewed uptrend. 

Resistance is now at the upper red trend line, which in a few days is at SPX 2275 +/-5 (blue horizontal arrow) and 

perfectly in line with our aforementioned minute, nano, and micro-wave targets. Please note there is no negative 

divergence anywhere on any TI and this means the market will continue to go higher. Why? Check out the advance 

during this past Spring and Summer. There was serious negative divergence developing on the RSI5 and MACD (red 

lines), but it took weeks before the market finally peaked. As said, currently none of the TIs are even remotely set 

up like this. And please remember, overbought is not an indication for a pullback, it’s a sign of a health bull. We need 

negative divergences before we get more concerned.  

Figure 2. SPX daily chart. Support at SPX2190 held last week. Resistance at SPX2275 +/-5 
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The weekly SPX chart shows price rocketed higher this week and broke away definitively. The negative divergence 

from last week is entirely removed (divergence is only divergence till it isn’t). The weekly A.I. remains on a buy and 

the MACD buy crossover from last week got confirmed as well. Here you see why we prefer the A.I. over the MACD: 

it’s faster and more reliable. Thus it allows us to get on the right side of the trade earlier. All the important weekly 

SMAs (20w to 200w) remain bullishly stacked and pointing up; supporting the view that the intermediate to long 

term trend is up. 

Figure 3. SPX weekly chart: last week’s negative divergence removed. Symmetry targets SPX2325 intermediate 

term and SPX2425 longer term. 
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Upper horizontal support was tested the past week at SPX2190 and did it hold!? Price has broken above all important 

trend lines, even the upper orange one dating back to May 2015. Note our next 34-day trading interval turn date is 

December 30th, which once again, matches the next Bradley Turn date for December 29. We expect minor 3 or 

intermediate iii to peak around that time. After December 29 the next turn date is January 20, 2017; which again fits 

well with the January 18 Bradley Turn date  

Figure 4. Support at SPX2190 was tested and held. Turn date December 29 marking a high? 
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Market breadth 

The McClellan Oscillator for S&P500 (SPX-MO) remains firmly positive signaling the uptrend will continue. Also here 

the market we learn from prior SPXMO readings the market will go up despite negative divergences (Spring and 

Summer of this year). The current high readings signal the rally is sustainable and it will continue much longer with 

only small corrections along the way (minute iv, minor 4). The SPX-SI (summation index of the SPX-MO) remains 

pointing up and so is its RSI5, which is nicely overbought and thus shows strength. Once we get negative divergence 

on the SPX-SI intermediate iii should be topping. Until then also these charts tell us the trend is and will remain up.  

Figure 5. SPX-MO at “sustained market rally” levels. SPX-SI remains in buy/long 
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Miscellaneous 

Our long-term Simple Moving Averages only chart (LT-SMA, for trend followers and investing), which simplifies 

understanding the market’s LT-trends as it takes out all the daily noises, continues to be 100% bullish: the long term 

trend remains up. This chart remains in line with our overall view of the market and where it will head over the next 

several months. It was correct signaling a new bull had started in September when it turned 100% bullish and it 

continues to be correct. The short term (ST-SMA, for traders to swing traders) picture changed from 60% to 90% 

bullish, in line with the ongoing bull trend. 

Figure 6. LT-SMA chart 100% bullish   ST-SMA chart 90% Bullish.    

 

 

 

 

 

Below is how a 100% bullish chart look likes, everything points up. Price > fastest SMAs > slowest SMAs. 

 

A few words about the CPCE (put/call ratio), a good contrarian indicator at extreme levels, as it hit its lowest levels 

in years, but still no top yet; this development is in line with prior extremely low readings (blue vertical lines); 

suggesting that during a bull low readings don’t directly mean “top is in”.  

Figure 7. CPCE hit lowest levels in years, but no top yet; in line with prior low readings (blue vertical lines) 

 

The “Ebola scare” correction 

in 2014 didn’t even register 

on the LT chart! 
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2016 Bradley Turn Dates for the S&P 500 

January 5 (0/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

February 1 (0/100 Long Terms Power) 

February 3 (100/100 Declinations Power) 

February 6 (60/100 Middle Terms Power) 

March 11 (52/100 Middle Terms Power) 

May 10 (36/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

May 11 (47/100 Middle Terms Power) 

May 25 (100/100 Long Terms Power) 

June 1 (49/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

June 4 (47/100 Middle Terms Power) 

July 1 (100/100 Declinations Power) 

July 5 (100/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

July 5 (51/100 Middle Terms Power) 

August 5 (0/100 Long Terms Power) 

August 8 (60/100 Middle Terms Power) 

September 28 (32/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

October 19 (42/100 Middle Terms Power) 

November 26 (100/100 Declinations Power) 

November 28 (86/100 Long Terms Power) 

November 29 (100/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

December 28 (50/100 Middle Terms Power) 

ALOHA 

Soul, Ph.D. 
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